Abstract. The Spitzer Science Center's MOPEX software is a part of the Spitzer Space Telescope's operational pipeline that enables detection of cosmic ray collisions with the detector array, masking of the corrupted pixels due to these collisions, subsequent mosaicking of image fields, and extraction of point sources to create catalogs of celestial objects. This paper reports on our experiences in parallelizing the parts of MOPEX related to cosmic ray rejection and mosaicking on a 1,024-processor cluster computer at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The architecture and performance of the new Parallel MOPEX software are described. This work was done in order to rapidly mosaic the IRAC shallow survey data, covering a region of the sky observed with one of Spitzer's infrared instruments for the study of galaxy clusters, large-scale structure, and brown dwarfs.
Introduction
NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope [1] , launched as SIRTF (Space Infrared Telescope Facility) in 2003, contains science instruments capable of obtaining spectra and images in the infrared wavelengths, which are particularly sensitive to cool, dusty, or extremely distant objects. Infrared instruments reveal regions of the Universe that are hidden from optical telescopes; when observing from space they are free of background contamination from atmospheric effects. One such instrument is Spitzer's Infrared Array Camera (IRAC), which provides 5.12 × 5.12 arc minute (256 × 256 pixel) images at 4 wavelengths, 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8 microns [2] .
IRAC is a general purpose camera used for a wide variety of science programs, but the specific program supported by the research reported in this paper is the IRAC Shallow Survey [3] , an 8.5 square degree survey of the Boötes field of the National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO) Deep Wide-Field Survey (NDWFS) with Spitzer's IRAC. A mosaic of the survey region is shown in Fig. 1 . Science objectives for the IRAC shallow survey are, among others, to detect galaxy clusters at z > 1 (z is red-shift, an indicator of distance, and thus age), to better understand the evolution of large-scale structure out to z ∼ 2, and to detect brown dwarfs. Although few brown dwarfs are known, these "failed stars" are thought to outnumber normal stars, but lack sufficient mass to sustain nuclear fusion, and hence are too cool to emit optical radiation.
Construction of astronomical image mosaics is widely recognized as an essential processing step in accomplishing the objectives of astronomical research programs like the IRAC Shallow Survey. Finding rare objects like brown dwarfs and galaxy clusters at z > 1 requires both observing a large volume of space (best accomplished by mapping large areas) and highly reliable detections (best accomplished by repeated observations of the same region). In addition, mosaics are needed for objects that fall at the boundary of multiple image frames, or are too large to fit in a single frame. A number of astronomical image mosaicking software packages exist, including Montage [4] , SWarp [5] , yourSky [6] , and MOPEX [7] . MOPEX is specifically designed for the Spitzer Space Telescope data processing and is the software package that was parallelized in the research reported here.
MOPEX (MOsaicking and Point source EXtraction) is an astronomical image-processing package developed at the Spitzer Science Center (SSC) at the California Institute of Technology. MOPEX can be used to construct mosaics with outlier detection, extract point sources from images, match background levels across image collections, and perform pointing refinement (i.e., resolve discrepancies between positions of point sources matched in overlapping pairs of images captured with slightly different telescope pointing). The MOPEX processing steps of mosaicking and outlier detection are of particular interest in this paper; mosaicking for the reasons described above, and outlier detection because, for the space-based astrophysical imaging done by Spitzer, it is a critical step in filtering out the contamination from cosmic ray collisions with the detector array.
MOPEX has been used to generate an initial reduction consisting of a single mosaicked image in each wavelength band for the IRAC Shallow Survey, from which catalogs have been extracted and distant candidate galaxy clusters identified (see Fig. 1 ). The MOPEX runs which produced these version 1 survey mosaics required approximately 70 hours on a dual processor 3GHz Pentium computer with 2GB of RAM.
Speeding up the mosaicking and outlier detection processing steps directly supports large area Spitzer Space Telescope imaging surveys, in particular the IRAC Shallow Survey, by facilitating the identification of field brown dwarfs in the 17,076 input frames of this survey. Identification of the handful of brown dwarfs expected (a major scientific objective of the IRAC shallow survey) remains problematic at present because the images contain artifacts from a significant number of cosmic ray collisions with the detector array. Optimization of MOPEX parameters to improve cosmic ray detection is challenging because of the long processing times. Improved performance is necessary in order to optimize cosmic ray detection and produce a version 2 set of IRAC shallow survey mosaics, to facilitate searches for brown dwarfs and other rare objects.
In this paper we report on our experiences in parallelizing the image mosaicking and outlier detection portions of MOPEX version date "101504". The resulting software, Parallel MOPEX, was run on a 512-node (1,024-processor) Xeon cluster computer at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). In Section 2 we review the serial MOPEX software before describing the new Parallel MOPEX in Section 3. Section 4 shows performance results for the Parallel MOPEX software running on a cluster computer. Finally, a summary is provided in Section 5. 
Review of MOPEX architecture
The MOPEX software includes a mosaicking toolkit with the processing stages, modules, and data products listed in Table 1 . The Interpolation stage maps the coordinate systems of the input images to the output mosaic coordinate system, called the Fiducial Image Frame (FIF). Cosmic ray hits are detected in the Outlier Detection stage. MOPEX includes one single frame and two multi-frame algorithms for outlier detection. The outlier detection algorithms can be fine-tuned for a particular data set by setting a number of parameters. Reinterpolation is a repeat of the interpolation stage for pixels containing outliers detected in the Outlier Detection stage. The Coaddition sums interpolated images into tiles, and these are then "stitched together" into a single mosaic image in the Combining stage.
Each MOPEX module is a compiled C or C++ executable. These modules are called by a top level Perl script, mosaic.pl, which manages the entire workflow. A configuration file called the "name list file" contains keyword-value pairs that assign values to parameters or specify which MOPEX modules are to be run.
Parallelization approach
Since the mosaics created by MOPEX are science data products, any modifications to the MOPEX software need to be carefully validated for science quality. In order to ensure that the parallelization of the MOPEX software doesn't degrade its usability or the science quality of the mosaics it produces, the paral- Table 2 The Parallel MOPEX modules and sequence of operations. A barrier synchronization is done after each parallel step. Parallelism is achieved by either assigning images or output mosaic tiles to processors, as indicated
Parallel
Step lelization was designed with the following guidelines in mind:
-The parallelization should be as transparent to the users as possible (i.e., there should be minimal changes to calling syntax, parameters, and other usage). -The software modifications should be as minimal and as isolated as possible.
Software modifications
The following changes were made to parallelize the original serial MOPEX software: 1) Added a C module (tiler imglist) to partition an image list into a set of "tiled" image lists, where each tiled list contains those images that overlap a tiled subset of the output mosaic.
2) Added a C module (tiler fif) to partition the FIF or Fiducial Image Frame (the main MOPEX data structure for specifying the region of coverage and coordinate system for a mosaic) into a set of tiled FIFs.
3) Added a C module (img combiner) to perform a pixel-by-pixel sum of two FITS images, ignoring NANs. 4) Added a top level C wrapper program (mosaicMPI), which starts up the MPI processes, synchro-nizes the processors between critical steps in the mosaic construction, and serves as a top-level user interface for the parallel MOPEX. Care was taken to make absolutely no changes to the user interface except modifying the serial MOPEX calling sequence in order to run the parallel software with MPI (see below). 5) Modified the MOPEX module mosaic dual outlier to only compute results for the pixels that overlap the specified FIF.
6) Converted the original Perl wrapper script, mosaic.pl, to a new script, mosaicMPI.pl, which has the same calling sequence except for the addition of two arguments that give the number of processors (-p NumProcs) and MPI rank of the calling processor (-r rank). The new mosaicMPI.pl wrapper script runs all of the MOPEX modules in parallel.
User interface modifications
Care was taken to make absolutely no changes to the user interface except changing from the serial MOPEX calling sequence of: mosaic.pl <standard MOPEX arguments> to: mpirun.lsf mosaicMPI <standard MOPEX arguments>.
A name list file that works with serial MOPEX should work with parallel MOPEX.
However, an optional name list parameter was added to allow specification of a directory to be used for some of the MOPEX intermediate output. If the parallel nodes have their own local disks that are not shared across all the nodes, this name list parameter can be set to point to the local disk in order to offload some of the I/O load from the global shared disk to the local disks owned by the individual nodes. The performance results in Section 4 show that using the local disks in this way can significantly improve performance for this data-intensive application.
Parallel design
The inter-processor communication and synchronization in Parallel MOPEX were implemented using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [8] . In this section we describe the elements of our design related to multi-processor data partitioning and synchronization. Table 2 provides a summary of the sequence of processing steps in Parallel MOPEX, including the data partitioning mechanism used in each step.
Data partitioning
In general, the parallelization approach was to run the same MOPEX modules in the same order as in the serial version, but with each processor working on a subset of the input data. The partitioning of the input data across processors was done in different ways for the different modules, depending on the nature of the underlying algorithm. For instance, for some of the modules, an equal number of input images were assigned to each processor. Other modules were assigned all of the input images that contribute to the computation of some subset (or "tile") of the output mosaic. Parallel MOPEX includes additional modules called tiler imglist and tiler fif, that are used to create tiled image lists and FIF files, respectively. These tiled files are computed as the overlap of the original image list or FIF and an output mosaic tile.
The following modules are inherently serial and are run on one processor: fiducial image frame and mosaic combine. The following modules are parallelized by round robin assignment of images to processors: snestimator, mosaic int, medfilter, detect radhit, detect, mosaic proj, level, mosaic rmask, and mosaic reint. The following modules are parallelized by spatially tiling the output mosaic space and assigning tiles to processors in a round robin assignment: mosaic coadd, mosaic covg, mosaic dual outlier, and mosaic outlier.
Synchronization
The parallel software functions by running the new parallel mosaicMPI.pl script several times, with a "barrier" synchronization among the processors done after each step (or pass through the script). Each step uses its own name list file that is automatically generated, and consists of independent computations that are well suited for parallel processing on a cluster computer. The synchronization between steps is necessary because data dependencies inherent in the MOPEX mosaicking workflow makes it necessary for the processors to share information before starting certain module's computations.
Performance
The mosaics of the IRAC Shallow Survey field used in the benchmarks reported in this paper required about 1.25 GB of input data and about 87 GB of intermediate and final output. The first mosaic of the IRAC Shallow Survey field was computed with the serial MOPEX software on a 3 GHz Pentium computer with 2 GB of RAM, and took about 70 hours of wall clock time for mosaics in all four IRAC bands. Porting the serial software to a single Xeon processor of the cluster computer, with no parallelization, enabled the IRAC Shallow Survey mosaic to be computed in 16.7 hours per wavelength. In the rest of this section, performance results for Parallel MOPEX (based on MOPEX version dated "101504") are indicated using this new 16.7-hour (1003.6 minutes) single-processor time as the baseline.
The main limitation to the performance of Parallel MOPEX is the bandwidth to disk. The current configuration of the JPL cluster has local disks on each node, which are visible to the node only, and NFS-mounted scratch disks that are visible to all nodes and shared by all users. Parallel MOPEX uses both the local and shared disks for a mosaic run. Name list file parameters are used to specify the directory on each of these disks to use for output. In general, performance is improved as disk I/O is moved off of the shared disks to the local disks. Figure 2 shows a plot of the wall clock time required to compute a mosaic with Parallel MOPEX for channel 1 of the 16,014 × 16,579 pixel IRAC shallow survey mosaic with single precision floating-point pixels. This mosaic was constructed from 4,251 input images. The plot shows wall clock time in minutes as a function of number of nodes on the cluster. Note that even though each node on the cluster has 2 processors, these results are for using only one processor per node. The fastest run was accomplished on 32 processors in 121.6 minutes for a speedup of 8.3 over the single-processor result.
To illustrate the difference in performance of the globally shared, NFS-mounted disks and the private, local disks, a run was also done on 32 nodes using only the shared disks. This degraded the performance to 194.5 minutes, or a speedup of 5.2 over the singleprocessor version. Worse yet, a couple attempts at a 64 node run were done using only the shared disks, but the I/O node on the machine suffered an unrecoverable failure both times and had to be rebooted.
Clearly, the NFS-mounted shared disks do not effectively scale up to such a large number of simultaneous writes from many processors. JPL has a plan to upgrade the cluster with a true parallel file system. We expect this will result in significant improvements in performance for this data-intensive application. In addition, further speedup would be expected by further reducing the amount of data being written to the shared disks. 
Summary
MOPEX is the Spitzer Science Center's software for cosmic ray rejection, image mosaicking, and point source extraction. This paper described Parallel MOPEX, a new version of MOPEX that can run the cosmic ray rejection and mosaicking parts of MOPEX in parallel on a cluster computer. Parallel MOPEX was designed to make minimal changes to the original serial code base and user interface, while achieving the speedup of parallel computation on the target platform, a 1,024 Xeon processor cluster computer at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The MOPEX modules were run in 9 steps separated by barrier synchronization, and the modules were parallelized by distributing either input images or output mosaic tiles onto processors. The new Parallel MOPEX software was used to mosaic the IRAC Shallow Survey dataset with a speedup of 8.3 over the single-processor version. The bottleneck for this data-intensive application is the disk subsystem bandwidth, which had to be shared among all of the processors. JPL is installing a parallel file system on the cluster computer, which is expected to significantly improve performance for this application. Plans for the future include migrating the Parallel MOPEX to the new parallel file system, and updating the underlying code base to the latest version of MOPEX.
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